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ATLAS DIE, LLC ACQUIRES BERNAL INC.
ELKHART, IN – July 10, 2013 – Atlas Die LLC acquired Bernal, Inc. of Rochester Hills, Michigan, on July
3, 2013. Bernal has been a leader in the manufacturing of rotary dies, folding carton systems and die
cutting modules for over 40 years. The sale also included Bernal-Yawa, a joint venture in Shanghai,
China. The combination of Atlas Die and Bernal will give customers in the packaging, consumer, and
specialty converting industries a complete tooling suite of steel rule, flexible and solid rotary dies as well
as system design and integration.
According to Kenneth J. Smott, President and CEO, “The combination of Bernal and Atlas creates
converting market opportunities for our customers limited only by imagination. It marries two respected
market leaders with the greatest depth of converting knowledge and product breadth.” Marc Voorhees,
Vice President of Sales for Bernal added, “We look forward to working with the Atlas team and combining
our strengths in packaging while we jointly develop other market opportunities”.
Bernal will continue to manufacture product and support customers from its Rochester Hills, Michigan,
location as well as Shanghai, China. Mr. Smott will be President and CEO of the combined entity. Smott
concluded, “Joining Bernal and Atlas Die is an important milestone in the ongoing fulfillment of our
strategy to broaden our product portfolio, strengthen our relationships with the leading converters, and
deepen our management group. Having strong manufacturing and distribution channels in the U.S. and
China, Bernal enhances our technology leadership and extends our global access to key clients and
markets.”

About Atlas Die LLC
Atlas Die, LLC is the only producer of Steel Rule, Flexible and Solid Rotary tooling servicing all aspects of
converting. Headquartered in Elkhart, Indiana, Atlas Die’s manufacturing facilities are located in Palmer,
Massachusetts; Elkhart, Indiana; Glendale Heights, Illinois; Atlanta, Georgia; Greensboro, North Carolina;
and Richmond, Virginia. For more information on Atlas Die, call 800-828-5271 or visit www.atlasdie.com.

About Bernal, LLC
Bernal, LLC is the leading manufacturer of solid and segmented RP®, Crush-Cut, Laser-Cladded and
Fusion® Rotary Dies offering the longest die life available. Located in Rochester Hills, Michigan, and a
Joint Venture (Bernal-Yawa) in Shanghai, China, Bernal also designs and manufactures turnkey
converting systems for the packaging and specialty converting industries. For more information on
Bernal, call 1-800-BERNAL1 or visit www.bernalinc.com .
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